In the geographical edge caching, where base stations (BSs) and users are distributed as Poisson point process (PPP) and the caching performance is measured using average success probability (ASP), we consider the content popularity (CP) prediction problem to maximize the ASP. Two online learning (OL) models are proposed based on weighted-follow-the-leader (FTL) and weighted-follow-theregularized-leader (FoReL). Regret analysis concludes that OL methods results in sub-linear MSE regret and linear ASP regret. With MovieLens dataset, simulations verify that the FTL yields better MSE regret while FoReL has lower ASP regret.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of various intelligent devices and innovative application services, wireless mobile communications has been experiencing an unprecedented traffic surge with a lot of redundant and repeated information, which limits the capacity of the fronthaul and backhaul links [1] . To lower the redundant traffic, caching has emerged as an effective solution for reducing the peak data rates by pre-fetching the most popular contents in the local cache storage of the base stations (BS). In the cache enabled macrocell, heterogeneous and D2D networks, etc [2] , given content library and the respective content popularity (CP) profile, content placement and delivery have been investigated in order to optimize the various performance measures. With the known CP profile, reinforcement learning approach [3] is presented for learning the content placement. In [4] , femto-caching is modeled as disjoint set cover problem. However, in practice, CP profile is not known in advance and needs to be estimated from the past observations of the content requests. Deep learning based prediction is employed with huge training data in [5] , [6] . In [7] , auto regressive (AR) prediction cache is used to predict the number of requests in the time series. Linear prediction approach is investigated for video segments in [8] . Transfer learning methods are used in [9] by leveraging content correlation and information transfer between time periods. To learn CP independently across contents, online policies are presented for cache-awareness in [10] , low complexity video caching in [1] , [11] , user preference learning in [12] , etc. These works are employed for a particular system with the fixed number of BSs and users, i.e., the statistical performance of the network as whole is lacking with respect to content delivery in the physical layer.
In the literature [13] - [15] , geographical caching in the Poisson point process (PPP) network is employed for multi-cell system to maximize cache hit rate with respect to the content placement probabilities (CPPs), which represent availability of the contents at the BSs. Similarly, in [16] , the area success probability and area spectral efficiency are maximized for CPPs. In these works, PPP has been a useful tool to assess the performance of a given network. Therefore, it is important to understand the caching performance variations with respect to time [17] . The above existing works with PPP assume the CP profile to be known or unchanged over time. In practical scenarios, the CP changes dynamically in both time and space dimensions owing to randomness of user requests, and needs to be predicted for the efficient caching placements. Therefore, in addition to PPP analysis, we investigate the CP prediction models under dynamic scenarios, and its effect on the caching, which have not been investigated in this context to the best of the authors' knowledge.
In this paper, for the PPP network where both the BS and users are distributed as homogeneous PPP and content requests are characterized using a global CP profile, we employ the average success probability (ASP) caching measure as a function of CPs and CPPs. To optimize ASP for a given CP profile, the results from our companion paper are utilized [18] , which reduces the ASP maximization with respect to CP and CPPs to the prediction of CPs only. To optimize ASP for the future time slots, online learning (OL) methods are investigated for the prediction of CP profile. The prediction performance is measured by mean squared error (MSE), while caching is evaluated via ASP. Therefore, our objective is to investigate the prediction approach to maximize the ASP. We have shown that the joint optimization of ASP and MSE is non-convex and leads to fixed MSE reduction. Therefore, separate prediction approaches based on MSE are carried out. Towards that, for OL methods, weighted follow-the-leader (FTL) and weighted follow-the-regularized-leader (FoReL) are proposed and the corresponding MSE and ASP regret bounds are analyzed. FTL approach is inspired by the linear prediction of CPs, while the FoReL is motivated from Grassmannian prediction. The prediction via OL methods yields a convex sum of all the CPs observed in the past. The analysis for regret bounds show that they achieve sub-linear MSE regret and linear ASP regrets. In simulations, considering MovieLens dataset [19] , the respective regrets are verified. It shows that OP methods are suitable when MSE and ASP difference are minimized, while for the regret minimization, OL approaches provide better results.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a cellular network where the BSs and users are distributed according to a 2D-PPP Φ BS with density λ BS . From Slivanyak-Mecke theorem, for homogenuity of PPP, we consider a typical user at the origin for evaluating the performance. Each BS has the equal storage capacity to store up to L contents from the content library F := {1, 2, . . . , f, . . . , N }, which may change over time and is accessed via backhaul link. Let p t,f be the CP of the f th file with p t = [p t,1 , . . . , p t,N ] T such that p T t 1 = 1. Assuming random content placement, each content f at time t is stored in the BS is given with the probability q t,f [13] , collected in q t = [q t,1 , . . . , q t,N ] T such that q T t 1 ≤ L. We consider the association of a BS to a user based on both the channel state information (CSI) and the cached files in the BSs. Due to the concurrent transmissions in the PPP network where the interference terms are dominant, it is essential to ensure the successful reception of the f th file. Therefore, from the user's perspective, to maintain a quality of service and measure the caching performance, we consider average success probability measure, which is defined as the probability that the achievable rate of a typical user exceeds the rate requirements R 0 . The ASP can be written as
is the SINR for f th file sent from k th BS and W is the transmission bandwidth. For interference limited case, the ASP can be given as [18] 
Now, given a CP profile, to compute the placement probabilities, we express the ASP maximization problem as
which is convex [20] . However, to be solvable in CVX tool [20] , the above problem can be cast in semi-definite program (SDP) using Schur's lemma [20] as
The above optimization yields three kinds of solutions viz. q f = 1 for the most popular content (f ∈ R); q f = 0 for the least popular content (f ∈ Z); and the content that requires strategic placement depending on the CP (f ∈ P). The most popular content should be placed in each cache, while the least popular one should be excluded from all the caches. It is shown in [18] that for f ∈ P, the content placement is proportional to the square root of the CP given as
. To measure the discrepancy in the prediction and the optimization, we define MSE and ASP differences (E t (p t ) and ∆ t (p t ) respectively) as follows
Remark (Feasibility of the ASP and MSE based joint optimization): The combined optimization problem for maximizing ASP in edge-caching can be cast in the most favorable form as
where the objective function is not convex and cannot be reduced to a linear matrix inequality (LMI). Moreover, since p i ≤ 1, the MSE constraint reduces to the correlation constraint
, which is linear and can be solved trivially if sufficient CP observations (τ > d) are provided. However, the solution c k , which satisfy the linear constraint with equality, cannot improve the correlation beyond , or the MSE below the constraint . Therefore, due to these reasons, to maximize the ASP, the separate prediction approaches are proposed.
III. ONLINE LEARNING MODELS
In OL methods, two methods, the weighted follow-theleader (FTL) and weighted follow-the-regularized-leader, are presented next. These methods are based on the linear prediction of CPs and the ASP optimization. The objective is to minimize the regret for ASP and MSE.
A. Weighted FTL
In the FTL approach, the CP estimate for time t + 1 is obtained by minimizing the weighted sum of l 2 -losses up time t asp
where w i ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , t are the weights such that t i=1 w i = 1, ensuring the sum of the predicted CPs to be one. If all the past CPs are equally important in the learning, a trivial value can be selected w i = 1 t , 1 ≤ i ≤ t for t th online round. However, in general, if the recent CPs dominate the prediction, one can choose w i = κ t a t−i , 1 ≤ i ≤ t such that κ t is set to satisfy the sum constraint, κ t = 1−a 1−a t . This yields weights at t th round to be w t = 1−a 1−a t . With a = 1, the trivial selection is obtained. The value of 0 < a ≤ 1 can be set according to the preferences for the recent or the past observations. The solution of the above optimization leads to the following prediction
which is a weighted sum of the previously observed CPs. This prediction at time t consists of a balance between the observed CP and the predicted CP at time t, i.e, it forms the convex sum. This is in contrast to OP, where a linear sum is considered. It means that FTL can only predict what has been observed in the past. The step-wise procedure for the CP prediction is listed in Algorithm 1. In t th round, the prediction is obtained and the CP is observed.
Algorithm 1 Weighted FTL algorithm.
Input: the value of 0 < a ≤ 1 1: for for t = 1, 2, . . . do 2:
observe p t+1 5: end for Lemma 1. For the weighted FTL approach with 0 < a < 1, O(T ) regret bound is obtained, and O(log T ) for a = 1.
Proof: Equation (9) can be rewritten aŝ
Therefore, the difference with respect to the CP (p) can be given as
where (a) is from [21, Lem. 2.1]; (b) comes by (10) ; (c) is obtained by ignoring −w 2 t as w t is small; and considering p t = p t ≤ 1, the last inequality arises from the triangle inequality, p t − p t ≤ 2. We therefore, obtain the upper bound on the total regret as
Similarly, for a given CP p, the regret in terms of ASP can be defined as
which is O(T ) and can be seen as follows. In the worst case, the ASP difference can be seen to be independent of t, i.e. ∆ t (p) is O(1), since any probability value is less than 1.
B. Weighted FoReL
Analogous to GPM in OP methods where the difference between SCPs is minimized, in FoReL approach, we consider the chordal distance as a loss measure of the prediction error, since SCP lies on the Grassmannian manifold. The chordal distance is defined as the principle angle between two unit norm vectorsp 1 andp 2 , i.e., d 2 c (p 1 ,p 2 ) = sin 2 θ 12 = 1 − p † 1p 2 2 . Minimizing the chordal distance is equivalent to maximizing the correlation, i.e., cross product cos θ 12 =p † 1p 2 > 0. Therefore, the prediction problem with respect to the SCP norm constraint (regularization measure in FoReL terminology) can be expressed asp
where we choose w i = κ t a t−i with a ∈ (0, 1] similar to FTL, and it leads to the following simplification aŝ
wipi ≤ 1 +w t,t−1 using the triangle inequality, and yieldingw t,t wt,t−1 ≥ 1 − w t,t . To see that the above bound is a convex sum, the weightw t,t should be less than 1. Thus, we writew t,t = t i=1 a t−ip i −1 , which is the inverse of a norm of the converging sum. In the worst case, the norm has the lowest value, whenp i is uniform 1 
Thus,w t,t ≤ 1, where the equality is obtained for t = 1.
The corresponding online learning procedure is presented in Algorithm 2. In this procedure, two intermediate variables (k t andp t+1 ) are introduced to keep the computations redundant. The rest of the process is same as weighted FTL algorithm. The respective regret is analyzed in the following result.
Algorithm 2 Weighted FoReL algorithm
Input: the value of 0 < a ≤ 1, κ 0 = 0.
1: for t = 1, 2, . . . Proof: The CP estimate can be simplified aŝ
It is used to get the difference with respect to the CP (p) as
The norm minimization problem can be written as
which has more unknowns than the known. Relaxing the norm constraint (since the final vector can be normalized), the problem reduces to where in (a), we approximate the regret of CP by the regret of SCP; in (b), the result from [21, Lem. 2.1] is used; in (c), −w 2 t,t is ignored asw t,t ≤ 1; in (d), triangle inequality has been used with p t = p t = 1. The total regret up to time T can be obtained as
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed prediction methods with the optimized edge caching policy, we use MovieLens dataset [19] . In this dataset, we choose the user ratings of N = 100 movies are chosen with IDs 1-100. Using the timestamps provided, the whole duration is divided into time slots to simulate the content request process. A movie rating from users is assumed to be the number of requests of that movie, while the popularity profile for each time slot is obtained by normalizing the ratings across the movies.
Moreover, for OL, a = 1 is chosen. PPP parameters for computing ASP are as follows: noise power σ 2 = 0, BS density λ BS = 200, bandwidth W = 24kHz, path loss exponent α = 3.5, rate threshold R 0 = 1, BS cache size L = N 2 = 50. Besides, the performance of OL methods are compared with the request prediction method (OP-AR) and mean guessing in each time slot. In OP-AR, after modeling the logarithm of the number of requests using auto-regressive model, we use least squares to find the coefficients of prediction. In mean guessing, a mean of previous τ observations is selected as the prediction. Figure 1 (a) and (b) show the MSE and dASP regret respectively. OL-FTL yields better MSE regret than mean guessing, while OL-FoReL provides better dASP regret as per construction. The MSE regret can be seen to be O(log T ), while dASP regret is O(T ) as analyzed in the previous sections. Mean guessing provides an approximation to OL methods for both MSE and dASP, which is because mean guessing is similar to a sub-optimal OL-FTL as OL utilizes the whole past. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, online learning (weighted-FTL and weighted-FoReL) methods have been investigated. First, for the given popularity profile, caching probabilities have been optimized to maximize ASP of the PPP based network. For these models, the MSE regret and ASP regret have been analyzed, which are O(log T ) and O(T ) respectively. Simulations for MovieLens dataset verify the analysis that FTL is better for MSE regret minimization while FoReL results into better ASP regret.
